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On February 25, 1986, with the plant in hot shutdown, a Reactor Protection

| System (RPS) actuation occurred from a spike in a nuclear instrument channel.
| The spike was caused by the re-energization of a preferred AC bus during a

manual transfer of power supplies. No rod motion occurred in this event.
;

The RPS actuation caused the turbine generator trip circuit to initiate an
automatic start of both diesel generators. The diesel generators were not
loaded onto any bus.

The spike is a normal occurrence during the manual transfer of power supplies
to the preferred bus. The RPS actuation may be prevented by placing a high

| rate trip channel in bypass prior to the bus transfer. This requirement has
been added to operating procedures.

All equipment operated properly in this event. The actuation was not required
to mitigate any abnormal plant conditions.

For similar occurrence, reference LERs 85-13 and 86-J1.
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Description of Event

At 1515 on February 25, 1986 with the plant in hot shutdown, Preferred AC Bus
Y-30 [EE, BU] was manually transferred from the alternate bypass regulator
power supply to the normal power supply from Inverter D-08 [EE, INVT]. Since
synchronization capabilities are not provided, the transfer is performed with
the bus temporarily de-energized.

On restoration of the power to Y-30, a spike occurred in the Nuclear
Instrument Channel NI-03. The spike resulted in a high rate-of-change Reactor
Protection System [JC] actuation. No rod motion occurred in this occurrence.
All actuations occurred properly.

The reactor Protection System initiated a turbine generator [TB, TG] trip.
This action resulted in an automatic start of both Emergency Diesel Generators
[EK, DG]. The equipment responded properly to the system actuation.

Cause Of Event

The Reactor Protection System actuation resulted from a spike in a nuclear
instrument channel. The spike was caused by the surge from re-energizing the
bus supplying the instrument channel.

Corrective Actions

The spike is an expected result of re-powering the bus. The actuation is
preventable by instituting procedural controls requiring a high rate trip
channel to be bypassed prior to the transfer. This requirement has been added
to operating procedures.

Analysis of Event

This event occurred with the plant in hot shutdown. The actuation resulted
from a transfer of power supplies. The actuation was not required to mitigate
any abnormal plant condition. No additional risk resulted from this event.

Additional Information

For similar occurrences, reference LERs 85-13 and 86-11.

The RPS actuated from a high rate-of-change trip. This trip is provided to
protect the reactor from an uncontrolled rod withdrawal. The trip is
initiated if the rate of change or power exceeds 2.6 decades per minute in the
range of 10E-4 percent to 15 percent of full power.

NI-03 is one of two wide range logarithmic nuclear instrument channels. These
channels automatically monitor the rate-of-change. A single channel supplies
two RPS actuation channels.
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The power supply to NI-03 is provided by Preferred AC Bus Y-30. A preferred
AC bus may be powered from one of two sources. The normal source is from an
inverter supplied by a battery. The alternate supply is from the bypass
regulator. The bypass regulator is supplied from plant AC buses and may be
aligned to supply one preferred AC bus. Transfers to'or from the bypass
regulator are performed manually.
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March 27, 1986

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

DOCKET 50-255 - LICENSE DPR-20 - PALISADES PLANT -
-LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 86-013 - REACTOR TRIP RESULTS FROM MANUAL
BUS TRANSFER

Licensee Event Report (LEP) 86-013, (Reactor Trip Results From Manual Bus
Transfer) is attached. This event is reportable to the NRC per

10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv).

Brian D Johnson
Staff Licensing Engineer

CC Administrator, Region III, USNRC
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades
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